Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

TO_Benson says:
@::Sitting at the tactical station on the shuttle running a diagnostic on the weapons and shields systems::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::at the helm of the shuttle, on the USS Pearl Harbor::

SO_Taliza says:
@::taking science station on new shuttle, looking over the sensors::

EO_Jeff says:
::checking engines::

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
::standing at the tac console::

OPS_Riley says:
@ ::moves to OPS on the shuttle::

EO_Jeff says:
::humming::

CMO_Sarah_TLara says:
::in sickbay running a new series of tests on the CO::

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Weapons and shield systems are all within specifications.

SO_Taliza says:
@All: I wonder how we will fare in this universe.  I'm not quite familiar with all the nuances 
here.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The USS Pearl Harbor gives the Shuttle Titania clearance to depart.

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
ALL: Status on our ship and the shuttle??

FCO_Jadahn says:
@TO: Good... and hopefully weapons won't be necessary... but I trust you will be able to get us through anything we come across

TO_Benson says:
@SO: We're going to find out soon enough.  FCO: Tactical ready for launch.

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: Science is a go.

OPS_Riley says:
@FCO: All other systems are working within normal specifications.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::nods to his crewmates:: ALL: Ok then, initiating launching procedures


TO_Benson says:
@::Taps tactical console activating the long-range sensors::

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
::feels that he was talking to himself::

CMO_Sarah_TLara says:
::gives the CO an injection to make him more comfortable::

TO_Benson says:
@::Looks over at the inactive console next to the tactical console and wonders what it is for::

SO_Taliza says:
@::does a quick diagnostic, including the "mystery" console::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titania launches smoothly.

TO_Benson says:
@::Monitors the LRS::

OPS_Riley says:
@SO: What do you think it is for? ::motions toward the extra console::

SO_Taliza says:
@OPS: No clue.

EO_Jeff says:
::heads to console and checks plasma relays::

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
::raises volume in voice:: ALL: What is the status on our ship and the shuttle?

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
::at the OPS station checking power levels for all systems and running diagnostics::

TO_Benson says:
@All: I suggest we pay attention to the task at hand and forget about that console for now.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titania's LRS detect several power signatures.  Some seem to be ships, but ID is not possible.

CMO_Sarah_TLara says:
*ACO*: The CO is stable but I can give no further update on a possible cure.

SO_Taliza says:
@TO: Agreed.  However, I think if we HAVE to use it, we might want to know what it does.

EO_Jeff says:
::finds a little imbalance and runs a diagnostic::

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
*CMO*: Thank you...

OPS_Riley says:
@FCO: I could try and get some power to it? ::points at the console again::

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: All checks out here sir

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: I am picking up several power signatures on LRS.  Some are vessels however I am unable to identify them.

SO_Taliza says:
@::checks science sensors::

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
AOPS: Ok...

FCO_Jadahn says:
@OPS: ::thinks a moment:: Not just yet... I'm not sure we should mess with anything we don't understand... at least not until our objective is complete

TO_Benson says:
@All: For all we know it is the self-destruct device, now please pay attention to our mission.  ::Grumbles::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@TO: Acknowledged...

SO_Taliza says:
@TO: Good point.

OPS_Riley says:
@::nods to the FCO:: 

CMO_Sarah_TLara says:
::begins checking on other patients::

EO_Jeff says:
::heads to the relay::

OPS_Riley says:
@::turns back to monitor the OPS console:: Self: they seem intent on having control of our self-destruct systems.

EO_Jeff says:
::runs a level 3 diagnostic::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@TO: See what you can find out about them for now... work with the SO on IDing them until we get closer

SO_Taliza says:
@::makes a scan with the sensors of the space ahead::

EO_Jeff says:
::makes  an adjustment::

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Aye, Sir.  SO: Transferring data on the ships to your console.  ::Taps the buttons on the console transferring the data::

EO_Jeff says:
::runs a level 3 diagnostic::

SO_Taliza says:
@TO: Got it.  ::analyzes data::

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
::making notes on the new weapon systems::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@SO/TO: Can you get at least an approximate number of ships?  So then we could have an idea of what we are dealing with...

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The sensor data shows Breen power signatures.

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: They're Breen!

OPS_Riley says:
@::still can not sense much from the ships:: FCO: Permission to work on getting some control over the self-destruct? I would feel safer if We had control rather than anyone else?

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: What is our ETA to the target, Sir?  I don't seem to be able to be picking it up on my sensors.

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: Number of ships unknown at this time, but they are definitely Breen.

OPS_Riley says:
@::freezes as the Breen are mentioned::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@OPS: Very well... but before that, thoroughly check for any "traps" that may be in the system

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::nods to SO::

OPS_Riley says:
@::smiles:: FCO: Certainly sir, I would not expect them to make it that easy.

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
::feeling concerned about the shuttle::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@ALL: We have about 5 minutes until we enter the system... prepare yourselves for anything, and dig up as much information at possible on the capabilities of all Breen ships in the system...

SO_Taliza says:
@::keeps sensors trained on the Breen signatures::

OPS_Riley says:
@::starts running passive scans through the shuttles systems to try and establish how to regain control of the self destruct with out blowing them all up in the process::

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Acknowledged.

OPS_Riley says:
@FCO: Aye Sir 

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: I have sensors trained on the Breen signatures.  I'll try to even let you know what their fleet commander had for his/her last meal.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::smiles:: SO: Good!

OPS_Riley says:
@::chuckles at the SO's comment then looks back to the console, she checks some readings:: Self: Somehow I do not think it will be that easy.

CMO_Sarah_TLara says:
::enters her office::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: As Titania nears the system, the weapons facility can be pinpointed and four Breen warships can be detected.

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: I have something.  Transferring data to everyone's terminals.

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Picking up four Breen vessels on sensors and I have the weapons facility on my monitors now.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::slows the speed of the shuttle as they near the system::

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Suggest raising our shields, Sir.

OPS_Riley says:
@::makes another check to be sure all systems are still with in there limits and then goes back to finding a way to bypass the Self destruct::

SO_Taliza says:
@::scans the Breen ships and facility::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@TO: I agree... raise shields

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Aye, Sir, raising shields.  ::Taps the console and raises the shields::

CMO_Sarah_TLara says:
::pulls up records on ship's personnel::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@SO: What can you tell about the weapons facility?

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: Scanning...

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: They have no defensive weapons, but standard Breen shielding.

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Tactical confirms no weapons and standard Breen shields.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@TO: What is the status of the Breen ships? Any out-of-the-ordinary actions detectable?

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
::gets Patton's message on console and replies that the Titan can still track the Titania::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@OPS: How are you coming along?  If you find anything you are unsure about, tell me before proceeding.

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: The Breen vessels have maneuvered into a Diamond formation and are surrounding the station.

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: That station is an orbiting platform, around a rogue moon.

OPS_Riley says:
@FCO: Whatever happens this shuttle is not going to be blown up using any standard form of self-destruct, it does not exist.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@SO: Life forms on the moon?

CMO_Sarah_TLara says:
::begins checking status of bridge crew physicals::

TO_Benson says:
@All: Which means this console here is not a self-destruct device.

OPS_Riley says:
@TO: Agreed.

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: Checking...

OPS_Riley says:
@TO: It begs the question, what is it there for?

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: 200 Breen and other life signs on the station, none on the moon.  Ships are at 100 percent compliments.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@OPS: Very well, do what you can in accessing it... and even though it is not self destruct, proceed with caution.

SO_Taliza says:
@OPS: Maybe it's a top-secret weapons system, hence it's position near the tactical station.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@SO: I see...

OPS_Riley says:
@FCO: Aye sir.

OPS_Riley says:
@::using her console she does what she can to try and find a way to find out what systems the other console is linked to before she attempts to power it up::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@SO: Good thinking... TO/SO: Can you scan the station internally and see if you find anything unusual in the way of weapons… Like new weapons... possibly the moon is where they could test such new weapons?

CMO_Sarah_TLara says:
::begins making a list of personnel that need their physicals::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Two of the Breen ships closest to the shuttle begin to break formation.

OPS_Riley says:
@FCO: That would seem logical. I am checking that out now.

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: Scanning the facility now.

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Sir, two of the Breen warships have broken formation.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@TO: Can you predict their heading?

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: And they are headed in our direction.

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: Sir two Breen vessels are moving toward the shuttle

FCO_Jadahn says:
@ALL: Red alert!  I'm moving us to the "side" of them, out of their path.

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: I can't get a make on what's inside the facility.  They have a scattering field.  Sensor sweeps and transportation will be impossible.

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Aye, Sir, red alert.  ::taps console activating the weapons and changing their status to red alert::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The two Breen ships fly right over Titania, then stop.

SO_Taliza says:
@::puts his sensors on red alert status::

EO_Jeff says:
::see his diagnostic is done and the problem is fixed::

OPS_Riley says:
@FCO: I have little information, it does not appear to be able to cause us harm, permission to try and power it up? ::hearing the signal to go to red alert she adds:: FCO:  After the Breen have passed.

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Sir, the ships have flown over the top of us, however they are now at dead stop.

SO_Taliza says:
@All: I thought the design of this ship made it undetectable.

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
::watching sensor readouts nervously::

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: Sir the Breen have stopped directly over the shuttle

CMO_Sarah_TLara says:
::checks the time and decides to finish the list by the end of her shift::

OPS_Riley says:
@All: Me too maybe it is not us that has caused them to stop? 

FCO_Jadahn says:
@ALL: ::speaking quietly:: I don't think they can detect us... possibly they saw us but then we disappeared from their sensors... do nothing that would attract attention

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: We need to do something sir

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: ::quietly:: Aye.

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
AOPS: We can't do anything for now but wait.

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Suggest all stop and power down.

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: If they are detected they bare as good as dead sir

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Breen open fire with torpedoes in Titania's direction.  The torpedoes detonate very close by.  The crew is rocked and sustain a few cuts.

SO_Taliza says:
@::rocked::

SO_Taliza says:
@All: We've been discovered!

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: Sir the shuttle is being fired on

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
::starts sweating::

TO_Benson says:
@::Rocks in her seat::  FCO: I suggest you get us out of here and NOW!

OPS_Riley says:
@Self: Oh great. ::Starts to worry::

SO_Taliza says:
@TO: Wait!  Let's see if they fire on us again.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::shaken:: TO: Suggestion taken ::half joking::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::Takes Titania straight down, hopefully in the other direction of which most of the Breen weapons can fire::

SO_Taliza says:
@TO: They could have just tested those weapons.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Breen fire again in the same general area.  Titania is rocked again, but less severely.

EO_Jeff says:
::checks the power on shields::

TO_Benson says:
@SO: Tested?  Yeah they were testing them on us!

FCO_Jadahn says:
@SO: True... but I think they picked a pretty specific spot for that... most likely they cannot get a definite lock on us

OPS_Riley says:
@SO: These are pretty unnerving tests then. ::tries to smile::

SO_Taliza says:
@All: We may be in their assigned areas to make the test.  We might be just in the wrong place at the wrong time.

TO_Benson says:
@OPS: Power up that console, I have a feeling it will help us....

FCO_Jadahn says:
@ALL: Beginning manual evasive maneuvers. ::maneuvers over a wide area, hoping to make targeting the shuttle more difficult::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Breen now swing around and start intensive sensor sweeps.

OPS_Riley says:
@::nods to the TO with a smile and goes to the console::

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: They're starting sensor sweeps!

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Get us out of their sensor range!

FCO_Jadahn says:
@SO: Acknowledged.... I'm moving us further away

OPS_Riley says:
@::takes a seat and prays the console will activate after she has left enough instructions with the OPS console to bring it online::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@TO/SO: Can you find out what their sensor range is?

OPS_Riley says:
@::as she notices nothing happening she looks confused::

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: Checking...

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: As long as we're in the system, we're in their sensor range under normal circumstances.  Maybe our design might help us.

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: I am reconfiguring our deflector to emit a scattering field to disrupt their sensors...it may buy us some time.....::Taps console::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@ALL: Well, we can either leave the system to evade their sensors or work with that console and see what we got... any suggestions?

OPS_Riley says:
@::sighs:: FCO: This is design to get it's power from somewhere I can not access, possibly a remote source.
TO_Benson says:
@OPS: Try tying in the power couplers to the shuttle's main power.

OPS_Riley says:
@FCO: I will continue to try and see if we can fool it somehow, carefully.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The scattering field comes up around Titania

EO_Jeff says:
::heads to bridge feeling weird::

TO_Benson says:
@All: Scattering field is active.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@ALL: I want to make us as undetectable as possible... TO: Anything special systems on this shuttle that may be of use to us?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Breen ships suddenly change course to intercept Titania and open fire with disrupters.

TO_Benson says:
@::Thinks: I knew we should have brought along an engineer::

OPS_Riley says:
@TO: I have tried most logical and standard methods of getting power to it, but. ::her voice trails of as she does not understand enough to explain it yet::

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Permission to return fire!

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titania is hit hard.  Shields are at 50% and life-support on emergency power
FCO_Jadahn says:
@::makes evasive maneuvers more erratic:: TO: Go ahead!

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: Now I suggest we hightail it outta here!

TO_Benson says:
@::Rocks from the impact of the disrupter fire::

EO_Jeff says:
::heads to his quarters::

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Aye, Sir.....firing phasers!  ::Taps console::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@OPS: Hail Titan.... they've detected us now so there's nothing to lose!

SO_Taliza says:
@::almost knocked to the deck::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::begins moving the shuttle toward the outer edge of the system::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titania's phasers hit one Breen ship but do no real damage.

OPS_Riley says:
@::Curses trying to ignore the Breen as there is little she can do:: FCO: Maybe we could try and send power the other way from the console to its power source, that would help me find it? Aye sir.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Breen fire again.  Titania's engines are offline.

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
AOPS: Hail the Pearl Harbor.

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Shields at 50%, main power is offline, life support on emergency power!

SO_Taliza says:
@All: We're dead in the water!  Engines offline.

TO_Benson says:
@OPS: How are you coming with powering up that console?

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
::taps a button::  ACO: I'm waiting for a response sir

TO_Benson says:
@::Gets up from her chair and bends down in front of the console.  Begins trying to find a way to reroute power to activate it::

OPS_Riley says:
@TO: I can not find its power source so I am trying to send a surge of power to the source. That should get some response.

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
AOPS: Nevermind...send him a message.  The Titan is breaking formation to rescue crew.  I suggest helping us.

TO_Benson says:
@SO: Give me all the power from your sensors!  ::Pulls out a toolkit and grabs a tool::

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
AOPS: Set intercept course, full impulse.

OPS_Riley says:
@::smiles at the TO:: TO: Good luck sir. 

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
::puts the Titan to red alert::

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
::taps a few buttons:: ACO: Done sir

FCO_Jadahn says:
@ALL: We need repairs! Anyone who knows anything about engineering, try to give us engines!

TO_Benson says:
@SO: Now, Cal!

SO_Taliza says:
@TO: You have it.  ::transfers sensor power::

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: I've rerouted power from all non-essential systems to shields and weapons sir

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Breen fire again.  Titania's shields are down.  The SO is thrown against the bulkhead and has broken an arm.

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
*EO*: I need a lock on my crew as soon as possible.  Beam then directly off the shuttle at my command.

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
AOPS: Good idea.

SO_Taliza says:
@All: Ow!  My arm!

TO_Benson says:
@::Pulls out the ISO chips and puts them back in a different configuration::

EO_Jeff says:
*ACO*: Yes ,Sir

OPS_Riley says:
@TO: It has power from the replicators and unessential systems already.....but... ::looks over to the SO::

EO_Jeff says:
::runs to his console and starts tapping buttons::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The mystery console powers up and there is one green button in the center.

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
AOPS: Tell me when we reach weapons range...

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::runs down to the SO and carefully props him up:: SO: Just sit tight for a minute

TO_Benson says:
@::Pulls her phaser from her belt and uses the power pack to give the console more power::

OPS_Riley says:
@::looks to the TO:: TO: How odd?

TO_Benson says:
@::Stands as the console powers up and stares at the display::

OPS_Riley says:
@TO: Well shall we press it or not?

SO_Taliza says:
@::sits against bulkhead:: FCO: Aye.

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: We are in firing range

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: There is one green button on this console.  Shall I activate it or not?

FCO_Jadahn says:
@TO/OPS: Looks like we have little choice.... what do you two think? Press it or not?

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
::opens a full spread of phaser fire::

OPS_Riley says:
@FCO: We have nothing to lose. 

TO_Benson says:
@All: I am pressing the button!  ::Taps the green button and closes her eyes::

OPS_Riley says:
@::half wishes she did not say that::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::looks at the science console:: ALL: Titan is in the area... firing on the Breen!

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
AOPS: Once they engage us, take evasive maneuvers.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Breen, taken by surprise by Titan's rush, take heavy damage.

OPS_Riley says:
@::holds her breath::

SO_Taliza says:
@::wonders if Raine knows what she's doing, writhes in pain::

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: Aye sir

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION; The shuttle cloaks and the green button turns red.

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: We are cloaked!

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
::notices the shuttle disappearing:: Self: What the??

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The other two Breen ships now head for Titan, but are not within weapons range.

OPS_Riley says:
:@::Sighs with relief:: TO: Nice one.

TO_Benson says:
@::Smiles and raises an eyebrow::

SO_Taliza says:
@All: What happened?

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
AOPS: Take us back...but keep them in weapons range...lets get them closer to our fleet.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::sighs, and sits back a moment:: SO: We're invisible for now...

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: Sir the shuttle just disappeared from sensors

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
::keeps firing phasers::

OPS_Riley says:
@::moves back to her console:: TO: Now to get you more fire power and find some energy for those shields

TO_Benson says:
@::Climbs back into her chair::  FCO: Let's try to get our engines back now.

SO_Taliza says:
@FCO: Cloak?  ::winces:: We're cloaked?

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
::starts an evasive maneuver::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Breen open fire on Titan.  Shields are at 60%

FCO_Jadahn says:
@SO: That's what that console was... I'm just not sure why we were not supposed to use it...

OPS_Riley says:
@FCO: Well that is a simple cloaking device, green go and red stop. ::smiles::

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: Sir shields down to 60 %

TO_Benson says:
@::Begins tapping buttons on the console, trying to get the engines back online::

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: I suggest we speed up a little

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
::returns fire at the Breen:: AOPS: Move us a little faster to the fleet...

SO_Taliza says:
@::sits there clutching his arm::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::goes to his console and works on getting engines back up:: TO: I want you working on getting shields back up... I'll work on engines

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Phasers and torpedoes from behind Titan impact the two Breen ships.  With Titan's fire, the two ships are destroyed.

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
::speeds up to full impulse power::

OPS_Riley says:
@:: Tries to divert any power to the engines for the FCO and shields for the TO, racing against one system problem after another::

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Aye, Sir.  I suggest rerouting our weapons power to the engines.

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: We destroyed the two ships sir

FCO_Jadahn says:
@TO: Right... go ahead

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
AOPS: Thank God.  Tell them, follow our lead, that base is ours.

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
AOPS: Full impulse to that base.

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: Acknowledged.  ::Taps console rerouting her weapons power to the engines::

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
::turns the Titan back to the base::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The fleet engages the other two Breen ships and quickly dispatches them.  The weapons facility is now within Titan's range.

OPS_Riley says:
@::still feels the SO in such pain in her mind, and pauses to grab a medkit and toss it towards the SO's general direction.:: SO: This may help. 

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: It's a clear path all the way in sir

SO_Taliza says:
@OPS: I don't know how to work this, especially not with one hand.

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
::starts taking shots at the base:: AOPS: Let me know when that scattering field goes down.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@OPS: After assisting the SO, try hailing Titan

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan's fire impacts the Breen station.  Their shields are down.

OPS_Riley says:
@::gets up:: SO: It has been a while since basic training. ::picks up the medkit::

OPS_Riley says:
@FCO: Aye Sir

SO_Taliza says:
@::still wincing in pain::

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: The base's shields are down

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
AOPS: Scan them.

TO_Benson says:
@::Tries rerouting power from the deflector to the shields::

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
::scans the base::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Secondary explosions rock the station and it is destroyed.

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: The fleet has engaged the weapons facility, Sir.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@ALL: Yes... I got engines up to 50%

Host ACO_Scott_Madson says:
*EO*: Now that we can't get a lock on them, try and restore shields.

OPS_Riley says:
@::sorts through the Medkit till she find shat she is looking for and carefully runs the instrument over the SO's arm:: SO: Ouch that is nasty.

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: The base is destroyed sir

AOPS_Ryan_Horn says:
ACO: But I got a full sensor scan of it sir

TO_Benson says:
@FCO: The weapons base has been destroyed.

EO_Jeff says:
*ACO*: Ok Sir

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

